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MKRC training hard
Its been a disappointing head season with the onset of
the wet weather. Many races have been disrupted and
some even cancelled at the start of the year. This has
not put us off training though! On a distinctly chilly
and overcast weekend on the 22nd February, a large
contingent of MKRC headed to Peterborough to get
some decent water time. Tim seat-raced the ladies
squad to finalise the eight to go to Womens Head of the
River (WeHORR) in March and Chris coached the Mens
four along the banks of the Nene. Everyone put in a lot
of work on the water, honed their technique and even
managed 25km before breakfast on the Sunday! The
weekend was made even more exciting when a seal
was spotted by the ladies just after boating. Well
done to all involved and thanks to Tim and Chris for
coaching and Andi’s coxing- let’s keep up this fitness
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Racing News
The Ladies 8 put their productive weekend at Peterborough to the test at Nottingham head
on the 3rd March. In a borrowed Ladies 8 from Bedford, the Dick Breen, they boshed out a
tough race coming in 4th out of 5 crews with a time of 20 mins, 14 seconds. This was a
blistering 1 second from third but still 30 seconds from the winners from Star Club with a
time of 19.42.
Far from disheartening, this left the ladies wanting more from their race at Womens Head
of the River on the Thames the following weekend. They expected a lonely race after an
excellent starting position but no sooner had they settled into their rhythm when they were
burning the tails of the Durham University boat in front of them. They pushed well past
them into the second half of the race where they kept up the pace whilst pushing off the
Durham boat and the pursuing Nottingham University Boat. They finished the race in an
amazing 67th out of over 300 boats in 19 mins, 15 secs. Their time put MKRC on the map as
7th provincial (non-tideway based) club and the 11th WIM2 club. Congratulations to the
eight strong ladies, Alice, Kate, Heidi, Lou, Clare, Lindy, Karen, Paula and Liz for some epic
coxing. Thanks to Tim for coaching Rob and Steve for technical and moral support.

Some aggressive coxing from Liz and some mean stroking from Alice makes a
storming race at WeHorr. Top photo courtesy of Robert Heywood, bottom from
rowingphotography.com

Channel Row update
Lou and Helen faced a dilemma after last months uncertainty about chopping and changing
crews for the Channel Row. They were told that it would be too difficult for people to switch
seats during the row which meant there were too many people subscribed and too few seats
to go around. This left them in an impossible situation where they had to ask 4 volunteers
to drop out. Tim and Liz from MKRC have withdrawn as have Becca and Judy from MKDons SET, whilst Trish and Roger have kindly agreed to be reserves. Although this must be
disappointing for them after all their effort put into training, they deserve a huge measure
of gratitude from the other rowers who will now have a chance at completing the challenge.
The final crews for the row are as follows:
Crew ‘A’
Alice
Heidi
Kelly
Kate
Lindy
Oona
Paula
Rachel

Crew ‘B’
Ash
Bobby
Clare
Haemish
Karen
Peter
Rob
Winnie

What Andi will be doing soon…

Both boats are aiming to cross as quickly as possible but the ladies boat is still aiming to
beat the record. Good luck to all involved and keep up the training! The next fundraising
event will be a Family Fun Day taking place on Saturday 16th March at Stadium MK.
Rowers will be manning ergos in the bar and outside the stadium as well as selling cakes
and raffle tickets.

Learn to Row
Karen has organised the running of two LTR taster sessions over the Easter weekend (29th/
30th March). The days will run in the same format as Open days and last years taster
session charging £10/ 2 hour session. There are already 20-25 people signed up and more
places still available if friends and family would like to join! If you are available to help on
either of the days, please let Karen know as she is looking for more volunteers.

